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Tumour cell populations over time oft en lose expression of diff erentiation markers per cell in parallel with diminution in 
specialisation (1) due to mutations – accumulating through ‘karyo-unstable’ phenotype (‘unstable aneuploidy’) and ‘mutator’ 

phenotype (2) – in the relevant genes. Nevertheless, tumour cell populations which accumulate mutations suffi  ciently to lose 
diff erentiation markers should also lose viability-essential genes and become extinct. 

In the 1960s, HJ Muller (3) proposed that mutation-susceptible sexually-reproducing organisms may avoid extinction by 
crossing-over of chromosomes during meiosis. Th is crossing over allows good copies of viability-essential genes to be exchanged 
for mutant copies in some gametes, which lead to new non-mutant individuals. Th e present author (4) has suggested that in the 
immortality of tumour cell populations, unequal distributions of chromosomes in anaphase play a similar role. Th ese “asymmetric 
mitoses” may create the immortal tumour cells by delivering to them extra good copies of viability-essential genes.

Th is scenario may also explain (i) diff erent degrees of expression of diff erentiation, (ii) focality of expression of diff erentiation, 
and (iii) lack of correlation between numbers of gene copies and marker production by tumour cells (5). 
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